WHAT IS TIBC?

TIBC is a virtual Beit Midrash for college students with the motivation and need for a community of spiritual growth and Torah study. Designed to fit seamlessly into the life of the college student, TIBC aims to support students in colleges without the resources to address their spiritual needs. TIBC helps students grow a sense of shared accountability towards authentic growth with virtual classes, discussion groups, guided personal study projects, matched learning, mentorship and more.

WHO IS RABBI FRIEDNER?

Rabbi Arieh Friedner grew up in the Schechter system in Cherry Hill, NJ, before graduating from MAYHS (South River) in 2004. Rabbi Friedner went on to study in Yeshivat Netiv Aryeh in Jerusalem for four years, receiving Rabbinical ordination from Rabbi Zalman Nechemia Goldberg and outreach training with Aish HaTorah and Ohr Samayach. Rabbi Arieh and Elissa Friedner moved to Cleveland in 2008. For 11 years they supported and mentored countless individuals while leading Cleveland’s NCSY chapter and directing an Israel Trip (TJJ) for 5 summers. In 2019 he founded TIBC as a tool for students with strong Jewish passion but without adequate resources for Jewish growth on campus.